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Black Rock — Just My Kiss Rocks (2013)

1. The Warning Message (Intro) 2. Rock’n’Roll Riders 3. Sexy Metal Woman 4. No Healer
5. Fighters 6. Hungry Soul 7. Dangerous Game (intro) 8. You Got a Light? 9. 10 Seconds to
K.O. 10. The Ride Ends (outro)
Musicians: Barbara Black - Vocals David Villareal - Guitar
Fabs “Scorpion” Tejeda - Bass Pol D.Q – Drums

Musically "Just My Kiss Rocks” it composes perfect songs full of energy for the direct one.
There they stay the Hard rock coreable of "Rock'n'Roll Riders", "not Healer” and "10 Seconds to
K.O.” , three topics that were recorded in VM Broadcast Studios (LOQUILLO, THE PLANETS or
THE ENEMIES), while the rest of tracks registered in the Oases Studies (RED BARON,
GREEN LEAVES, WALL or SKA-P), emphasizing between them wild "Sexy Metal Woman” with
choirs to the SKID the most street ROW, "Hungry Soul" with guitars to the GUNS N´ ROSES,
the tremendous and alone notable ones of guitar in "Fighters" or the coreable and happy "You
Got to Light?”. Two different Studies, but both professionals and quality guarantors, who leave a
notable sound in each of the songs registered for a recording that one listens to the pull, so
much for it entertained that is, as in only approximately twenty-seven minutes to which they
would have come well some topic more or a version. I think that of already buying a disc, that at
least this one has a sound fair amount to keep you entertained during more half an hour; saying
this like fan, that "Just My Kiss Rocks” has been received in writing like promotional disc. The
years have not made us forget "Appetite For Destruction”, "FireWoks", "Out Of The Cellar”,
"Vixen" or the "Shout At The Devil”; they are alive because they are seen by new eyes in every
generation thank you, partly, to subjects of that sound who like BLACK ROCK maintain the
burning fire. --- goodmetalandhar.do.am
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